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IBM New CEO
• Arvind Krishna Elected IBM CEO
• James Whitehurst elected IBM President
• Virginia Rometty continues as Executive Chairman of the Board
ARMONK, N.Y., Jan. 30, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The IBM (NYSE: IBM) Board of Directors has elected Arvind Krishna as
Chief Executive Officer of the company and a member of the Board of Directors, effective April 6, 2020. Krishna is
currently IBM Senior Vice President for Cloud and Cognitive Software, and was a principal architect of the company's
acquisition of Red Hat. James Whitehurst, IBM Senior Vice President and CEO of Red Hat, was also elected by the
Board as IBM President, effective April 6, 2020. Virginia Rometty, IBM Chairman, President and Chief Executive
Officer, will continue as Executive Chairman of the Board and serve through the end of the year, when she will retire
after almost 40 years with the company.
"Arvind is the right CEO for the next era at IBM," said Rometty. "He is a brilliant technologist who has played a
significant role in developing our key technologies such as artificial intelligence, cloud, quantum computing and
blockchain. He is also a superb operational leader, able to win today while building the business of tomorrow. Arvind
has grown IBM's Cloud and Cognitive Software business and led the largest acquisition in the company's history.
Through his multiple experiences running businesses in IBM, Arvind has built an outstanding track record of bold
transformations and proven business results, and is an authentic, values-driven leader. He is well-positioned to lead
IBM and its clients into the cloud and cognitive era."
"Jim is also a seasoned leader who has positioned Red Hat as the world's leading provider of open source enterprise
IT software solutions and services, and has been quickly expanding the reach and benefit of that technology to an
even wider audience as part of IBM," Rometty continued. "In Arvind and Jim, the Board has elected a proven
technical and business-savvy leadership team."
Virginia Rometty, 62, became Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of IBM in 2012. During her tenure she
made bold changes to reposition IBM for the future, investing in high value segments of the IT market and optimizing
the company's portfolio. Under Rometty's leadership, IBM acquired 65 companies, built out key capabilities in hybrid
cloud, security, industry and data, and AI both organically and inorganically, and successfully completed one of the
largest technology acquisitions in history. She reinvented more than 50% of IBM's portfolio, built a $21 billion hybrid
cloud business and established IBM's leadership in AI, quantum computing and blockchain, while divesting nearly $9
billion in annual revenue to focus the portfolio on IBM's high value, integrated offerings.
"Arvind thinks and executes squarely at the intersection of business and technology," said Alex Gorsky, Chairman of
the Board's Executive Compensation and Management Resources Committee. "He is an ideal leader to succeed Ginni
and take IBM and its clients into the next chapter of the cloud and cognitive era.
"I am thrilled and humbled to be elected as the next Chief Executive Officer of IBM, and appreciate the confidence
that Ginni and the Board have placed in me," said Krishna. "IBM has such talented people and technology that we
can bring together to help our clients solve their toughest problems. I am looking forward to working with IBMers,
Red Hatters and clients around the world at this unique time of fast-paced change in the IT industry. We have great
opportunities ahead to help our clients advance the transformation of their business while also remaining the global
leader in the trusted stewardship of technology. Jim will be a great partner in the next step of this journey."
"I am truly honored to be elected as IBM's President," said Whitehurst. "I look forward to working with Arvind, and
with IBMers and Red Hatters alike, to continue to bring together the best of our companies and cultures. I've had the
opportunity to interact with IBMers across the company over the past few months, and I have been so impressed with
the talented and dedicated team we have. When I first joined, I said that I believe we have the opportunity to be the
defining technology company of the twenty-first century. After working with our clients, IBMers and Red Hatters over
the past months, I am even more convinced of that opportunity today."
Krishna, 57, is IBM Senior Vice President for Cloud and Cognitive Software, where he leads the IBM business unit that
provides the cloud and data platform on which IBM's clients build the future. His current responsibilities also include
the IBM Cloud, IBM Security and Cognitive Applications business, and IBM Research. Previously, he was general
manager of IBM's Systems and Technology Group's development and manufacturing organization. Prior to that he
built and led many of IBM's data-related businesses. He has an undergraduate degree from the Indian Institute of
Technology, Kanpur, and a PhD. in electrical engineering from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He
joined IBM in 1990.
Whitehurst, 52, is IBM Senior Vice President and CEO of Red Hat, which was acquired by IBM in 2019. He has been an
avid advocate for open software as a catalyst for business innovation. During his tenure at Red Hat, revenue grew
over eight times and market capitalization by more than 10 times. He joined Red Hat from Delta Airlines, where he
drove significant international expansion and as Chief Operating Officer oversaw all aspects of airline operations. Prior
to that he was a partner at The Boston Consulting Group. Mr. Whitehurst earned a bachelor's degree in Computer
Science and Economics from Rice University, and holds an MBA from Harvard Business School.
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IBM Tops U.S. Patent List for 2019
IBM Tops U.S. Patent List for 27th Consecutive Year
with Innovations in Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain,
Cloud Computing, Quantum Computing and Security
ARMONK, N.Y., Jan. 14, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- IBM (NYSE: IBM) inventors received a record 9,262 U.S. patents in
2019, achieving a milestone of most patents ever awarded to a U.S. company and marking the company's 27th
consecutive year of U.S. patent leadership.
In 2019, IBM led the industry in the number of U.S. patents granted across key technology areas such as AI,
blockchain, cloud computing, quantum computing and security.
• The company was awarded more than 1,800 AI patents, including a method for teaching AI systems how to
understand and deduce the nuances and implications behind certain text or phrases of speech by analyzing other
related content.
• IBM also led in the number of blockchain patents granted, which includes several patents for improving the security
of blockchain networks. One patented technique would help in resisting 'replay attacks', where an attacker copies and
uses signature information from one transaction on a blockchain to later perform other transactions on the blockchain
that are not authorized.
• IBM inventors were granted more than 2,500 patents in cloud technology, including for example a patent for a
method to jointly manage cloud and non-cloud computing platforms. Working with a unified portal, this technique
receives, organizes and streamlines incoming cloud and non-cloud tasks and requests, which could help organizations
easily migrate to hybrid cloud platforms.
• IBM's quantum computing program continued to grow significantly in 2019. Quantum computing innovations by IBM
included for example a method to scale a quantum computer to support additional qubits, as well as enabling a
breakthrough approach for simulating molecules.
• Among the security patents IBM received in 2019, inventors are conducting pioneering work in the area of
homomorphic encryption, a technique that allows users to operate on encrypted data, without having to decrypt it
first. IBM was granted a patent that developed a signature-based approach for homomorphic message encoding
functions - which helps ensure authenticity of the data.
"The pace of innovation continues to accelerate and reach unprecedented levels, especially in IBM's Labs. Technology
advances – whether AI, cloud or quantum computing – will all contribute to solving the biggest challenges facing
business and society," said Dr. John E. Kelly III, executive vice president, IBM. "Businesses around the world, and
across virtually all industries, rely on IBM technology for mission critical applications and sustained innovation. We are
very proud of the talented individuals across IBM who change the world through their inventions."
Since 1920, IBM has received more than 140,000 U.S. patents. This year, more than 8,500 IBM inventors, spanning
45 different U.S. states and 54 countries contributed to the patents awarded to IBM. Read more about IBM's patent
leadership here.
*2019 patent data is sourced from IFI Claims Patent Service: http://www.ificlaims.com
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IBM Positioned as a Leader in 2019 Gartner
Magic Quadrant for:
Data Center Outsourcing and Hybrid Infrastructure Managed Services
ARMONK, N.Y., Oct. 3, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- IBM (NYSE: IBM) has announced that Gartner Inc. has positioned IBM as
a Leader in the 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Center Outsourcing and Hybrid Infrastructure Managed
Services. IBM was again positioned the highest in ability to execute.
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Today's announcement falls on the heels of its recent announcement that Gartner
positioned IBM as Leader in the same for the North American market.
"As cloud and AI become the price of doing business, we believe IBM's recognition in Gartner's Magic Quadrant for
Data Center Outsourcing and Hybrid Infrastructure Managed Services in all three of the markets that Gartner tracks is
validation of the IBM Services portfolio," said Archana Vemulapalli, IBM General Manager for IS Offering Strategy,
Management and Development. "Today's announcement is a testament to our commitment to continue to deliver
highly resilient, scalable and secure services, so clients can adopt hybrid cloud with confidence and know that our
services integration model will give them the competitive advantages they need."
According to the reports, Gartner analyzed ability to execute and completeness of vision of the data center
outsourcing and hybrid infrastructure services offerings for providers in all three geographies.
The Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Center Outsourcing and Hybrid Infrastructure Managed Services, North America
report (Mark Ray, Daniel Barros, et al., 13 June 2019) can be accessed here under license:
https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-10N39S1G&ct=190701&st=sb
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Center Outsourcing and Hybrid Infrastructure Managed Services, Europe report
(Claudio Da Rold, David Groombridge, Rene Buest, 18 June 2019) can be accessed here under license:
http://www.gartner.com/reprints/?id=1-1OH43V2O&ct=190909&st=sb
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Center Outsourcing and Hybrid Infrastructure Managed Services, Asia/Pacific report
(DD Mishra, To Chee Eng, Claudio Da Rold, 24 July 2019) can be accessed here under license:
http://www.gartner.com/reprints/ibm-gbs-pro-services-librarians?id=1-1OD2CVEC&ct=190807&st=sg

About IBM Services - For more information on IBM Services, visit https://www.ibm.com/services.
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WAF: Web Application Firewalls
The Forrester Wave™: Web Application Firewalls, Q1 2020
The 10 Providers That Matter Most And How They Stack Up
February 26, 2020 | By Sandy Carielli, Amy DeMartine with Stephanie Balaouras , Matthew Flug , Peggy Dostie

Why Read This Report
In our 33-criterion evaluation of web application firewall (WAF) providers, we identified the 10 most significant ones —
Akamai Technologies, Alibaba Cloud, Amazon Web Services, Barracuda Networks, Cloudflare, F5 Networks, Imperva,
Microsoft, Radware, and Rohde & Schwarz Cybersecurity — and researched, analyzed, and scored them. This report
shows how each provider measures up and helps security professionals select the right one for their needs.

Key Takeaways - Akamai Technologies And Imperva Cloud WAF Lead The Pack
Forrester's research uncovered a market in which Akamai Technologies and Imperva Cloud WAF are Leaders;
Radware, Barracuda Networks, and F5 Advanced WAF are Strong Performers; Imperva WAF Gateway, F5 Silverline,
Amazon Web Services, and Alibaba Cloud are Contenders; and Microsoft, Cloudflare, and Rohde & Schwarz
Cybersecurity are Challengers.
Expanded Protection, Threat Intel, And SDLC Feedback Are Key Differentiators
As development, security, and operations (DevSecOps) takes hold, WAFs that enable security leaders to quickly
identify and mitigate a wide range of application threats will lead the pack. Vendors that can extend protections into
APIs and client-side components; that offer timely, integrated threat intelligence; and that natively hook into a
customer's security and development processes position themselves to successfully integrate into the DevSecOps
toolchain and delight their customers.

TO STAY RELEVANT, WAFS MUST OFFER MORE THAN OWASP TOP 10 DETECTION
Web application firewalls (WAFs) initially focused on protecting web applications from common vulnerabilities like SQL
injection, cross-site scripting, and other members of the OWASP Top 10. WAFs remain a fundamental technology for
application security protection, but customer requirements have changed. While the OWASP Top 10 remains a core
use case, customers expect WAFs to provide protection against an ever-broader spate of application attacks, including
API-based attacks, client-side attacks, and even bots. Furthermore, the adoption of DevSecOps means that WAFs
must integrate with the rest of the application development and security infrastructure and help security leaders
quickly identify and respond to application threats. Organizations want more from their WAF providers — and the
degree of negative feedback from vendor-supplied references in this Forrester Wave warns that, unless vendors
adapt, the WAF market is ripe for disruption.
Strong
As a result of these trends, WAF customers
Performers
Challengers
Contenders
Leaders
should look for providers that:
Stronger
current

• Extend beyond traditional WAF protections. offering
As the range of attacks against web
applications increases, WAF providers that
merely focus on protecting against the
OWASP Top 10 won't remain relevant.
Over the past year, organizations such as
Hostinger and Xiaomi have been subject to
attacks via their APIs, and attackers have
breached thousands of sites, including Macy's
and the Baseball Hall of Fame, through clientside components.
• Offer enriched threat intelligence. Robust
protection from zero-day attacks and emerging
threats requires an extensive threat intelligence
function combined with the ability to
automatically push new, pretested rules to users.
• Integrate natively with the software
development lifecycle (SDLC). While WAFs
live in the deployment side of the application
security landscape, developers and security
teams leverage WAF detections to prioritize
additional safeguards in developed code.
Weaker
Firms purchase expensive threat feeds but
current
often ignore the ones they get for free and
offering
that are tailor-made for them — the attack
information from their protection technologies.
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EVS Broadcast Equipment

International Broadcasting Convention

EVS' Overcam wins IABM's Peter Wayne Golden
BaM Award
Judges say new AI-driven solution is promising for budget conscious live
sports producers
Liège, Belgium, 05 Dec 2019 -- EVS, the leading provider of live video technology for broadcast and new media
productions, today announced that Overcam, its new AI-based camera automation system, has won the IABM's top
honor for design and innovation. The Peter Wayne Golden BaM award recognizes the year's best new solution within
the broadcast and media technology industry. All 20 winners of the IABM's NAB Show and IBC BaM Awards are
automatically shortlisted for the prize and Overcam qualified for consideration having won the Create category at the
IBC2019 awards.
Driven by machine learning, Overcam is a software solution that enables autonomous control of robotic cameras in
live sports environments. It uses “smart tracking”, which is powered by EVS' VIA Mind AI engine, to analyze key
parameters of the game like players and ball positions in order to steer the cameras to frame the scene. Overcam has
been developed to enable content owners to create more immersive productions by capturing the action from more
camera angles more economically. The system enhances storytelling capabilities and can integrate with existing
multicamera live production workflows where the robotic cameras can be mixed with manually operated cameras.
The IABM's judges – a panel made up of more than 40 non-affiliated subject experts – praised Overcam for being "a
very innovative and much needed solution.” They said: “With the explosion of live sports coverage and the need to
reduce costs with remote production techniques, Overcam is a very promising solution for budget conscious live
sports producers."
Nicolas Bourdon, SVP Marketing at EVS said: "This is the second time that EVS has won the Peter Wayne Golden BaM
award in three years, with X-One also receiving it in 2017. This demonstrates why our new solutions are hitting the
right note with judges and customers alike. It's testament to our hard work and understanding of the direction that
the industry is going in that we are able to deliver much needed innovation time and again.”
The debut iteration of Overcam is intended for live football, particularly smaller leagues where production budgets are
tighter, but the system can ultimately be used for other sports such as basketball and hockey. For more information
on the award-winning system, please visit the Overcam product detail page.

Editor 's Note
Congratulations to EVS for this prestigious award, this is second time that EVS has won the Peter Wayne Golden BaM
award in three years.
EVS is well known for its “High Quality Live Slow Motion Replay” used all over the world and for
example the amazing replays in football.
oo

Good news for the football / soccer “the discussion about offside is over”
In Mach 2018, EVS introduced a product that every football supporter has been waiting for
“EVS implements unique AI-enabled offside indicator into EVS Xeebra 2.0". This was published in our “A.I. World”
magazine of Q2-2018 on page 8, CLICK HERE.
oo

World-class design-win: back in the 80's, I have been working with my Motorola VME Computer Team on the EVS
Slow Motion Replay Tape-less machine (MVME147-based) it was the start of the EVS success. _Daniel Dierickx, e2mos
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Inter BEE

International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition

Harmonic Inspires Smarter, Faster and
Simpler Live Video Streaming
at Inter BEE 2019 - Tokyo
The 8K technology market is projected to reach $26.8 billion by 2024, up from $2.9
billion in 2019, according to ResearchAndMarkets.com, with APAC holding the largest
market share. At Inter BEE 2019 in Tokyo (Nov. 2019), Harmonic demonstrated how
operators can enhance video quality across all screens, unify their OTT and broadcast
delivery and launch channels faster with software and SaaS solutions.
“Consumer demand for higher resolutions, such as UHD and 8K, is growing tremendously in the Asia-Pacific region,
especially for live video applications. To address these exciting new business opportunities, operators need agile video
distribution solutions,” said Tony Berthaud, vice president of sales and video services, APAC at Harmonic. “At Inter
BEE 2019, we showed how SaaS is enabling operators to deliver superior video quality with low latency, speed up the
time to market for OTT channels, and simplify their operations.”

Unifying OTT and Broadcast Delivery
Harmonic demonstrated how its VOS®360 SaaS is unifying OTT and broadcast delivery workflows, allowing operators
to launch video streaming services faster, be more agile and streamline video distribution. Several unique workflows
for SaaS were shown, including low-latency delivery for broadcast and OTT, HD/UHD channel origination, dynamic ad
insertion and more efficient live video streaming relying on the company's new CDN-enabled primary distribution
solution.

Simplifying the Migration to IP and UHD HDR Workflows
Inter BEE 2019 did set the stage for Harmonic to demonstrate the power of its virtualized Spectrum™ X media
servers and VOS360 SaaS. At the show, Harmonic highlighted real-world deployments of hybrid SDI/IP, UHD and HDR
playout and on-premises/cloud-based channel origination for OTT and broadcast workflows. By supporting the SMPTE
ST 2110 suite of standards, Harmonic enables video content and service providers to make a smooth transition to allIP workflows.

Raising the Bar for Video Quality, with 8K and AI Technologies in the Future Zone
Harmonic is leading the charge for high-quality 8K video with delivery solutions for 8K connected TVs. At Inter BEE,
Harmonic has demonstrated 8K streaming solutions, along with its EyeQ content-aware encoding (CAE) technology,
which reduces the required bandwidth by up to 50% while improving quality of experience. AI-based video
compression for live applications was also demonstrated, showing how it can reduce bit rates for broadcast and IPTV
delivery, improve QoE for OTT and increase density for all applications.

About Harmonic
Harmonic (NASDAQ: HLIT), the worldwide leader in video delivery technology and services, enables media companies
and service providers to deliver ultra-high-quality broadcast and OTT video services to consumers globally. The
company has also revolutionized cable access networking via the industry's first virtualized cable access solution,
enabling cable operators to more flexibly deploy gigabit internet service to consumers' homes and mobile devices.
Whether simplifying OTT video delivery via innovative cloud and SaaS technologies, or powering the delivery of
gigabit internet cable services, Harmonic is changing the way media companies and service providers monetize live
and VOD content on every screen.
More information is available at www.harmonicinc.com.
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IDC MarketScape:
U.S. Emerging Managed Security Services (MSS) 2019 Vendor
Assessment
By: Martha Vazquez, Senior Research Analyst for IDC's Infrastructure Services

IDC MarketScape U.S. Emerging Managed Security Services (MSS) Vendor Assessment
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This IDC study presents a vendor assessment of U.S. emerging providers offering managed security services (MSS)
through the IDC MarketScape model. The assessment reviews both quantitative and qualitative characteristics that
define current market demands and expected buyer needs for MSS. The evaluation is based on a comprehensive and
rigorous framework that assesses how each vendor stacks up to one another, and the framework highlights the key
factors that are expected to be the most significant for achieving success in the MSS market over the short term and
the long term.
"The evolving security landscape, growing compliance requirements, and the changing IT environment have caused
many challenges for organizations. Organizations are struggling to acquire the security expertise to assist in
managing and monitoring the constant flow of security threats and to fully implement and integrate the growing
number of tools that their security teams have acquired. As a result, organizations are turning to managed security
SPs to deliver the security expertise, span of security capabilities and consulting services to assist in preparing,
detecting, and responding against future attacks. The managed security SP market is highly competitive, and many
managed security SPs have a breadth of security services in their MSS portfolio. The differentiation among these
managed security SPs will be tied around their flexibility in delivering security services and advanced detection and
response capabilities and how these managed security SPs can provide holistic solutions that are tied to their clients'
unique needs, both today and in the future." — Martha Vazquez, senior research analyst, Infrastructure Services

Companies Covered:
Ernst & Young Global Limited, CenturyLink, Inc., Oracle Corporation, Herjavec Group Ltd., Rackspace Inc., Masergy
Communications Inc., Nuspire Networks Inc., Optiv Security Inc., Kudelski Group, Infosys Limited

Regions Covered: United States
Topics Covered:
Endpoint security, Firewall and VPN security appliance products, IT consulting services, Intrusion detection and
prevention, Network security, Security management, Technology buyer, User provisioning

MORE: IDC MarketScape - Doc # US42814718
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Mapping Success
Evolving to software-defined mobile networks

Software definition as the basis for 5G
(P.1 of 11)

Evolving to software-defined mobile networks
Source: CISCO

CISCO WHITE PAPER
Software definition as the basis for 5G
It's become clear that a disaggregated and distributed software-defined mobile network is not only possible, but also
provides tangible economic and technical benefits. The reduced time to market, reduced cost to deploy and operate,
and a web-services like platform to quickly introduce new services are benefits that are all well documented in white
papers, blogs, and industry articles. The Rakuten Mobile network designed by Cisco and Rakuten has been the
recipient of three industry awards in 2019. However, most networks aren't built from scratch. Instead, they are
existing 4G/LTE networks that are implementing or planning to implement a new 5G radio access network and 5G
core network to support the new access. It's possible for existing network operators to evolve to a software-defined
network and reap the same benefits operators who build an entirely new network.

Challenges in evolving to 5G
Successful operators run profitable businesses that rely on revenue from attractive service products that address both
the consumer and enterprise markets. Today, consumer products integrate voice and data plans, whereas enterprise
products tend to focus on the needs of businesses. Increasingly, operators are emphasizing capabilities that allow
other business to use the network. One example is the Internet of Things (IoT). Directly through the operator or
indirectly using a connected device platform, enterprise IT managers access devices that provide benefits to the
enterprise. 5G networking is designed to address service creation capabilities with features in both the radio access
network known as NR or new radio and the 5G core network known as 5GC or 5G core. The core network aligns with
the radio features using standardized interfaces. To unlock the best business value, you need to leverage an end-toend software-defined approach in architecture, deployment, and procurement practice to build 5G networks.
Mobile operators today face a challenge in evolving to 5G. The promise of 5G is of a system integrating with the NR
interface that is defined for a broad variety of use cases. These uses may range from consumer-oriented mobile
broadband services to machine-type communications and low-latency use cases.(1) The 5G system architecture
opens-up new business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) opportunities and potential new revenue.
But operators need to understand the business case, including managing the operational lifecycle of the 5G network.
The network should offer lower operational expenses (OpEx) and better control over capital equipment (CapEx) costs
throughout the mobile supply chain. Enter the software-definition attribute of the emerging 5G solution set.
Cisco experience has shown that it's possible to build an entirely new network. Rakuten Mobile in Japan (2,3)
embraces the principles of disaggregation and decomposition. Both principles are at the heart of what it means for a
network to be software-defined. It means that software is a separate purchasing decision from hardware and that
commercial off-the-shelf hardware are used wherever possible. Decomposition means that the network architecture is
built from modular elements that assemble into a whole through open and interoperable interfaces. By employing the
principles of software disaggregation and leveraging decomposition, which in the 5G system architecture is an
attribute of both the RAN and the core, (4) Cisco and partners have shown at Rakuten Mobile that it's possible to build
an optimal architecture that addresses the OpEx and CapEx challenges.
The radio signal processing stack is completely decomposed into modular elements. The cell site deploys only the
analog radio frequency components along with the lower layers of the LTE stack (Lo-PHY) and is fed by fiber optic
cable from a Distributed Unit (DU) deployed in cloud environment implementing the scheduling functions required in
multi-access radio (Hi-PHY and MAC/RLC). An active antenna system can be used at the cell-site implementing the
virtualized DU functions when necessary or required, such as for massive MIMO5 at mid-band frequencies or
millimeter-wave (mm-wave). When appropriate, a distributed unit (DU) deployed in cloud environment can be used to
implement the critical scheduling functions required in multi-access radio.
Further upstream, a centralized unit (CU) implements the non-real time functions in the radio signal processing stack
which can be easily deployed in cloud virtualization environment. (2,3) A decomposed and completely softwaredefined set of mobile core functions in the cloud manage enterprise and consumer subscriber services and handle
policy, as well as the billing functions. In addition, the core is set up from the start to provide business-to-business
(B2B) services to multiple enterprise market segments. The type of network Rakuten Mobile is building is designed to
precisely align with 5G objectives. It is flexible using a modular design and fully embraces the opportunity of B2B
services.
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Two concepts are central to the software-defined 5G network: cloud-RAN that was pioneered by China Mobile6 and
the 5G core (5GC), which is responsible for subscriber management and services. (4,7)
Cloud-RAN is the idea that the radio signal processing stack can be decomposed into functions and that these
functions (except the analog elements) can be deployed in a virtualized cloud environment. The analog elements are
not virtualizable, and they are deployed at the cell site. Interconnecting analog and digital elements is a baseband
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion function. It can vary in terms of sophistication. The analog functions
are remote radio heads (RRH) or “remote units” (RU). The 5G system architecture4 has embraced this decomposition
of the RAN. The decomposition will create new interfaces, known as “RAN splits” which will be used to interconnect
cloud functions among themselves and with the cell-site functions.
The 5G core (5GC) is designed to be modular. The decomposition, shown in Figure 1, separates the user plane
functions (UPFs) from the control plane functions (everything else). The control plane functions are implemented with
communications through a software bus using JSON/HTTP2 messaging, which allows mapping into a microservicesbased cloud native service environment. (8,9)
Decomposition and disaggregation are not ends-in-themselves but rather attributes of a competitive network. These
two attributes will ultimately ensure the network is adaptable to the broad service needs of 5G. Some of these service
needs will materialize over time and will require flexible definition to adapt to market conditions and competitive
requirements.

A service-oriented 5G network
Current mobile networks are designed to primarily tackle consumer-oriented mobile broadband services (MBB) but 5G
offers more. From the outset, 5G was to address operator needs to provide more value to various vertical segments,
including MBB. For example, the 5G NR features flexible numerology, (11) which aside from providing better
adaptation to spectrum bands, allows the air interface to support lower latency at the expense of spectral efficiency.
Flexible numerology allows NR to be a viable solution for latency-sensitive factory automation. It demands low packet
loss and low latency for low energy consuming IOT devices, as well as evolved MBB (eMBB) without being suboptimal
for other uses.
Flexible numerology is matched in the 5GC with a feature known as “network slicing.” With network slicing, the
network can support multiple use cases as distinct, separable, and relatively isolated business processes. A set of
slices can share a numerology on the radio side and be used to define services for specific vertical segments. The NR,
for example, has a mechanism for partitioning a carrier into multiple bandwidth parts (or BWP). Each bandwidth part
can be associated with a different numerology. The 5GC correspondingly, through network slicing, also has
mechanisms that allow business enterprises to access services defined for each BWP.

Figure 1.
5G core (5GC) decomposition
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The need for automation
Emerging 5G service-oriented models position the network as an innovation platform for developers. Network
capabilities are consumed using the Network-as-as-Service (NaaS) framework. With the NaaS model, the operator
exposes APIs that allow the consumer to use the network as if it were their own. These APIs, in turn, drive the
automatic allocation of network resources. APIs are the engine that drives B2B models and derivatives such as
business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C) and business-to-business-to-business (B2B2B). Without an underlying
end-to-end automation platform, APIs would have limited value. The end-to-end 5G network needs to be fully
automated. The automation capabilities are exposed by an API gateway. This gateway performs resource allocation
and securely exposes resources to third parties such as other businesses that then consume network services. Edge
computing is one example of this dynamic.

Exposing the 5G network through edge computing
In edge computing, the network is used as a vehicle to allow other businesses to take advantage of the low latency
services provided by the 5G network. Two factors feature prominently in defining the latency provided by the 5G
network. The first factor is the IP network that is defined between the end-point and the latency-sensitive workload,
which is deployed at an appropriate location within the network. An end point may be mobile UE, IoT device, or
industrial gear. The IP network contributes a delay that is associated to queuing. This delay is from an accumulation of
packets on egress interfaces in routers. The queueing delay can be as high as 1,000 milliseconds (ms) in some
oversubscribed networks. It’s a consequence of the oversubscription in IP networks. The bursts in bandwidth are
accommodated through queuing. Oversubscription is a normal cost-cutting practice in IP networks.
Latency-sensitive services can be managed with a quality of service (QoS) solution that defines priority queuing
disciplines. The packets that require low latency receive preferential treatment or even bypass the queue, such as
with strict priority queuing. The second, is the MAC (Media Access Control) layer responsible for scheduling resources
in the RAN. A scheduling delay in the RAN MAC layer is a consequence of the multiple access nature of the NR or LTE
wireless interface. Scheduling delay can be 10 ms (or higher in LTE) for MBB services.
The origin of scheduling delay is the latency associated to the MAC layer. It assigns digital transport resources to
waveforms that address multiple users in the frequency domain grid (in the downlink), or it combines data from
multiple users (in the uplink). The MAC layer scheduler operates with a transmit-time interval (TTI). Periodically,
multiple waveforms are scheduled, which means elements of the time-frequency grid are populated with modulation
symbols (resource elements), assigned to different users in upload or download groupings called physical resource
blocks (PRBs).
The flexible numerology feature of NR means the TTI can be reduced to as low as 62.5 microseconds, which also
reduces the latency at the expense of a larger subcarrier spacing. In contrast to conventional wisdom, proximity to
the endpoint is not the major factor in defining low latency locations. Edge nodes can be comfortably deployed in
regional centers. The speed of light in optical fiber is about 5 microseconds per km (1 ms is 20 km of fiber), and it’s
not meaningfully large except for larger distances. Beyond flexible numerology, NR also supports flexible scheduling of
mini-slots, much faster Hybrid ARQ than LTE, frame pre-emption, and pre-allocation of resources for time-sensitive
traffic. Any 5G network needs to anticipate the deployment of this arsenal of features. These features should be
software changes to the NR signal processing stack, which reinforces the fact that software-definition is a competitive
advantage.
A second important attribute of the edge is bandwidth reduction, which relates to performing computation at the edge
to reduce bandwidth. A good example of core network bandwidth reductions is content delivery network (CDN)
caching. Content is streamed from the edge without incurring core bandwidth. Access bandwidth also can be reduced
by using the edge as an offload platform. For example, for virtual reality (VR) applications, the edge can compute a
field of view that would otherwise have to be computed from massive amounts of data associated to all possible
horizontal and vertical fields of view.
In edge computing, the operator deploys 5G core (5GC) user plane functions (UPF or UP) in strategically located parts
of the network where a hosting environment for cloud computing is also deployed. The same cloud environment may
well support 5G infrastructure workloads such as the upper layers of the NR signal processing stack as well as the
UPF.
The comprehensive RAN and core feature set is useful in edge computing. Operators can expose an infrastructure that
can support a broad variety of latency-sensitive and bandwidth reduction services to their business partners. API
exposure will ensure that the business partner has access to the full suite of resources offered by the 5G network,
whether those resources are available through signaling via QoS flows and the 5GC (12) or through configuration
management (numerology features).
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For operators, edge computing opens a new set of revenue-generating services such as content delivery, gaming, and
augmented reality.
Figure 2. Edge computing as supported by the 5GC

Private radio use cases
In a special class of use cases, the radio spectrum asset itself is assigned to an enterprise either through localized
deployment at customer premises or assigned in the wide area. The enterprise IT manager may choose between 3GPP
NR or the 802.11ax (13) family of wireless LAN specifications to build connectivity. The PHY layer for both radio access
methods is very similar. They both use orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) in upload and
download. They also both support flexible numerology and low latency services and a QoS architecture. However,
802.11ax operates in unlicensed spectrum and is focused on localized environments whereas NR currently deploys in
licensed bands and is optimal in the wider area macro-cellular network. The 802.11ax specification will be more
friendly to enterprises that choose to deploy by themselves, within the enterprise, independent of an operator. The 5G
solution based on NR will be most relevant to enterprises that are concerned about an interference-prone radio
environment. Because the 5G system architecture is defined for massive scale, a private NR solution will likely be
delivered as a hosted managed service.
We anticipate Industry 4.0 or the factory of the future.(14) The ability to reconfigure a production line without having
to uproot wired connections is valuable to manufacturers. In these use cases, a robotic arm or automatically guided
vehicle is equipped with a wireless interface for operation.
Electrical grids or gas and oil fields require a different type of solution because they extend over a wide area and
require a high degree of reliability for optimal operation. The 5G network can be configured as a service to electrical
utilities to allow them to automatically control electrical grids reliably or as a service to production operators to
monitor and secure oil and gas fields for proper performance.
It’s worth emphasizing the difference between the use cases. In the Industry 4.0 use case, the radio is deployed in
localized fashion within the factory floor. It isn’t desirable for the licensed radio emissions to leak from the inside out.
In electrical and oil and gas field use cases, the radio used spans a wide area. The macro network covers an oil and
gas field or an electrical grid. In some cases, the radio spectrum needs to be dedicated. But often it can be shared for
a lower cost. The question is whether the radio slice can be shared or not. And can a data termination be in the form
of a 5GC UPF? Or should it be deployed at the enterprise location alongside a cloud hosting environment? This type of
use case is also known as enterprise multi-access edge computing (MEC). Figure 3 illustrates both scenarios. The wide
area use cases are instances of the enterprise facing out, whereas the local area use cases are examples of the
enterprise facing in.
Figure 3. Two different types of private radio use cases - A: Wide area use cases
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Figure 3. Two different types of private radio use cases - B: Local area use cases

In both cases, the enterprise needs to manage network resources as if they were own, which is a hallmark of a
network-as-a-service capability. To support NaaS, an application function is introduced on the 5GC, operating as an
API gateway as shown in Figure 4.
To address this situation, Cisco is introducing a solution for API control of private radio solutions called the Cisco
Unified Domain Center. (15) With the API gateway, an operator can offer a hosted managed service to enterprises
with a service definition that is suitable for that vertical market. The resources are properly isolated, so they don’t
interfere with services of other customers or interfere with the proper operation of the platform itself.
Figure 4. API control using APIs of private radio solutions
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Mobile broadband
The 5G system is also anticipated to work well for mobile broadband where LTE is already an established system
solution. Initial deployments of NR will tightly interwork with LTE through a mechanism called EUTRAN-NR Dual
Connectivity (or ENDC) as shown in Figure 5. (16) An eNB supporting LTE radio master node provides the control
plane interfaces into an evolved packet core (EPC). Devices register with a mobility management entity (MME), which
supports mobility and session management. The conventional NAS signaling between devices and the core is used.
(17) But the devices are multi-radio capable, which means they support NR and LTE radio interfaces concurrently.
These devices aren’t the conventional LTE devices used today. They are devices equipped with a modem chipset,
which can handle both radios concurrently.
Figure 5. ENDC scenario.
The NR is deployed as secondary node to an LTE master node.
The devices support both NR and LTE though register into an
MME in the EPC.
Although this approach doesn’t allow an operator to capture
the benefits of the complete 5G system architecture, it’s a
significant 5G application. The architecture that delivers this
use case is called “non-stand alone” or NSA as opposed to
“stand alone” or SA. Multi-radio NSA UE devices can provide
an immediate benefit to the user with access to more
bandwidth that combines LTE and NR for improved service.
The benefit to the operator is the simplicity of the upgrade
since the element delivering NR, a gNB, is slaved to the
existing eNBs. However, NSA ecosystem devices may not be
upgradeable to the SA ecosystem for 5G where the registration
is using 5GC.
Introduction of NSA is popular because of the opening of the l
ow band digital dividend spectrum, C-Band outside of the US,
and millimeter wave (mm-wave). Existing LTE can be deployed
alongside NR, which would then use the newly available spectrum.
Although the NSA ecosystem does little for expansive 5G use cases,
operators still should implement a 5GC as a software upgrade from an EPC.

Decomposition, disaggregation, and standards
The 5G systems architecture defines decomposition architectures, which can be used to provide flexibility. For
example, in the 5GC, the control plane functions can be functionally decomposed from the user plane functions. The
user plane functions can be placed at low latency locations with respect to the endpoints, which resulting in an edge
computing (or MEC) solution. (18)

5G RAN
In RAN decomposition, elements of the LTE and NR signal processing stacks can be separated into distinct functions
allowing the higher layers to be deployed centrally while the lower layers are pushed out to the edges. When the
signal processing is deployed in a virtualized environment, you have what is commonly referred to as cloud-RAN.
Because the system is characterized by decomposition and disaggregation attributes the RAN architecture inherently
supports multi-vendor RAN, which means a RAN network that is comprised of products from multiple vendors. The
software, the hardware, the transport, the management and orchestration systems, and the provisioning systems
from various vendors can be modularly replaced as needed. RAN decomposition heralds a transition to the cloud for
demanding radio real-time signal processing workloads. (2,3) In decomposition, operators must demand adherence to
interoperability among functional entities (see Figure 6). The 3GPP specification also has more details. (4) Separating
the DU and the RU is the front haul domain transporting digitized NR or LTE waveforms. An interoperable specification
exists for the front-haul transport in O-RAN which covers user, control, management, and synchronization planes. It’s
based on split 7-2x, which is essentially digitized frequency-domain samples of the NR baseband carried over
Ethernet. (19,20)
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Figure 6. Decomposition in 5G RAN

Decomposed software-defined mobile core
The 5GC needs to be the enabling platform for an operator to take advantage of the major changes taking place in the
data center, networking, and the economics of mobility in a standardized multivendor environment. The 5GC
introduces significant changes for the mobile core that facilitate new opportunities such as personalized networks
through slicing and more granular functions are being defined.
The Control, User, and Synchronization Plane Specification (ORAN-WG4.CUS.0-v02.00) from the O-RAN Alliance
provides a complete description of the 5GC. (4,21) The Cisco implementation is the Cisco Ultra 5G Packet Core
Solution.10 Figure 7 shows the basic aspect of implementation and evolution with an almost inevitable scenario when
5G is introduced. The device ecosystem hasn’t evolved to the point of fully supporting SA, which means the state
where all devices can register with a 5GC and deriving services defined through it. In that case, an EPC is necessary.
The figure also shows an efficient implementation. The EPC is shown integrated with the 5GC at least, for MB. User
plane and control plane functions for mobile broadband each play a dual role: a 5GC UPF is also a System Architecture
Evolution (SAE) gateway (SAEGW-u) and a 5GC session management function (SMF) is also an SAEGW-c. The
remaining slice functions do not necessarily need to align with the EPC. For MBB, it’s useful to allow core network
interworking. In core network interworking a common anchor, in this case a combined UPF/SAEGW-u, terminates the
RAN connections from both LTE and NR. In that way, IP addresses are preserved as a mobile device moves between
an LTE and NR coverage area. In this type of interworking, the device “reselects” one radio technology when the other
one isn’t available. Reselection can take a few seconds where service is interrupted. An interface, called the N26 is
optional – but also highly desirable - between the legacy MME and the 5GC access and mobility management function
(AMF) to manage state transfer between the two domains.
With a software defined EPC, migration to the 5GC and the 5G systems architecture is much simpler. Existing assets
can be preserved while new ones can be introduced following the optimal 5G strategy.
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Figure 7. Core evolution to support 5GC and EPC.

Automation
Given the need for automation to build an effective 5G service model based on B2B and NaaS, various industry
players (including Cisco and the O-RAN alliance) are advocating a model-driven approach. At the highest level, a
model driven approach relies on a network model for a network function or a network domain. It’s usually described in
human-readable form using a Yang definition. (22) Once a model is available, it can be consumed using the network
configuration manager system which can then use Netconf (23) to configure either the network function directly or a
network domain.
Yang models are stackable. This observation is key to the scalability of Netconf/Yang driven resource configuration
management (sometimes called orchestration). A domain such as a RAN cloud, a transport network, or cell-site
equipment can have its own Yang model, which effectively hides information for the lower-level model behind a
domain orchestrator.
Yang models are also useful in implementing NFV clouds (24) because they can be consumed by Network Function
Virtualization Orchestrators (NFVO). In addition, Yang models are extremely useful in managing containerized
functions and even Kubernetes clusters in the cloud-native deployments that use Docker8 and Kubernetes. (9) A
meta-orchestrator can then align resources end-to-end across multiple domains as shown in Figure 8.
Cisco is successfully deploying the Netconf/Yang automation architecture using Cisco Network Services Orchestrator.
(25)
Figure 8. End-to-end automation in 5G (see next page)
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Figure 8. End-to-end automation in 5G (see next page)

Redefining the supply chain for mobile networking infrastructure
For operators, a 5G system architecture isn’t business as usual because 5G is transformational. The need to lower
costs means the transformation must start with changes in the global mobile supply chain.
Consider the situation today. A few vendors dominate the RAN market through a “whole ecosystem” approach to
infrastructure delivery. In the prevailing approach, the mobile network is delivered through monolithic RAN
architectures that often lack standard interfaces that would inherently prevent any kind of multivendor decomposition
within the RAN. The vendor supplies a comprehensive set of services that include project and program management
and systems integration. Because these vendors often supply a mobile core, they also make the case that their RAN
and core work better than a multivendor configuration. They may even offer commercial incentives for aligned
procurement of RAN and core. These few vendors dominate the totality of the RAN procurement and aspire to do the
same for core networks.
To maintain a semblance of a multivendor network, operators assign regions (markets) to individual vendors. The net
effect is that within a market, only one RAN vendor is deployed, and the assigned vendor controls the deployment.
Yet, at the same time, the operator needs to harmonize features and functionality across markets to protect their
brand. The effect is that the operator is continually forced to adopt a reduced common set of features across the
multiple vendors instead of the features that could add significant value from a competitive point-of-view. New service
introduction requires coordination across the multiple vendors. This coordination is made more difficult by the
competing interests among them.
The current supply chain practice for mobile network infrastructure won’t work in 5G evolution because the success of
the systems architecture with B2B and B2C requires the ability to add features more quickly and more adaptability
than prior generations. For operators, achieving vendor diversity in their 5G mobile networks is essential. To achieve
these goals and embrace the principles of modular decomposition, networks must include software and hardware
disaggregation. This practice will enable end-to-end automation, which is required for network-as-a-service. Ensuring
vendor competition for each modular component will drive down CapEx and make the network easier to operate.
To build this supply chain, operators must work with standards. Simple adherence to 3GPP isn’t enough. Extensions
and interoperability profiles as defined in the ORAN Alliance are becoming more relevant. The net outcome of the
redefined supply chain is a strategy in which operators focus on the best possible value using best-in-class modular
components that together create the best and most adaptable solution.
... to next page
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Evolution path
To deploy 5G, operators need licensed spectrum. To date, growth opportunities in 5G have effectively been overlays to
the existing LTE network that use dual connectivity (ENDC) and non-standalone (NSA) access that re-uses the EPC.
(4,16) Given an immature 5G UE ecosystem, the reasonable approach is to deploy 5G NR on low-band digital dividend
spectrum such as spectrum made available from the shutdown of broadcast TV. Another option is new mm-wave
spectrum above 26 GHz, or mid-band frequencies at C-band typically available outside the US but also being
requested by operators in the US.
To achieve the business objectives for 5G, operators must craft an optimal evolutionary path that is customized to
spectrum holdings and the markets served. All the spending should be consistent with achieving their objectives. For
operators, a broad ecosystem approach to building a harmonized mobile network selecting from best-in-class
components is the best approach.
A cutover of an entire network to 5G isn’t practical. Investments must be protected during their depreciation cycle, so
evolution must be gradual with incremental steps. These evolutionary steps shouldn’t be disruptive to the user quality
of experience. The increments also should add measurable value in terms of operational and capital expenses and
create incremental revenue.
At the highest level, there are basically two approaches that can be pursued. The first is based on gradually evolving
each cell-site by migrating carriers or adding carrier to the Cloud-RAN system. The second approach is based on the
idea of migrating an entire cell-site one at a time in a complete refurbishment approach.
For the first approach of sector-by-sector evolution, our proposed strategy is based on deploying 5G as an overlay to
an existing deployment. The initial overlay can be accomplished in several ways.
• Method one is to overlay cloud-RAN NR with existing LTE and leverage an inter-operable X2 reference point (26,27)
as defined by the O-RAN alliance. LTE and NR can coexist using the Non-Stand Alone (NSA) architecture.
• Method two involves upgrades to the existing LTE to cloud-RAN. No interoperability across X2 is required but it is
required to upgrade LTE and then to ensure the upgrade works in conjunction with other LTE and pre-LTE bands that
may be deployed.
• In method three, NR is deployed as a pure overlay. This approach is akin to the way LTE was deployed over existing
2G and 3G. It relies on core network interworking, which is a mobile core that can support both 5G NR stand-alone
architecture devices using 5G signaling into the core and LTE only devices, which register with an LTE core.
Figure 9 shows the alignment between RAN and core in a software-defined evolutionary strategy. Figure 9 (a)
illustrates ENDC to introduce 5G NR but keeps the EPC mobile core. Devices supported are standard LTE UEs as well
as NSA UEs with the ENDC capability. To move beyond the initial first step, it will still be necessary to deploy a 5GC
and introduce SA ecosystem devices while continuing support of LTE and NSA devices. In fact, many networks will still
have 2G and 3G deployed. To achieve the objectives of supporting the plethora of different ecosystem devices, it will
be necessary to deploy a 5GC interworked with an EPC as shown in Figure 9(b) and in greater detail in Figure 7.
Interworking will require common anchor functions to UEs for service continuity when a device moves from a region
where NR is available to one where only LTE is and vice versa.
The second approach, based on migrating a one cell-site at a time, has several important advantages over the first
approach. The most important advantage is that it doesn’t rely on interface interworking with the existing network.
The second approach also is easiest on OSS migration because operators can cap investment in the legacy OSS while
enabling investment in a more suitable environment.
More can be said about network evolution towards 5G, and a comparison of the approaches will be discussed in a
future white paper.
Figure 9. Evolutionary path with cloud-RAN and mobile core alignment (see next page)
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Remain competitive
Software definition of the end-to-end 5G network results in significant benefits to operators. It allows them to derive
better advantage in service creation. In essence, software definition is the best way to progressively introduce the
features that make an operator competitive. Software definition is well aligned with procurement practices particularly
for the RAN. With software definition, operators can build a best-in-class infrastructure using offerings from multiple
vendors. Cisco sees the opportunity for a new mobile infrastructure supply chain to emerge with 5G, which will result
in a more cost-efficient, more vendor-diverse, and more attractive way of building networks.
Through it all, the 5G mobile core (5GC) remains the heart of service creation. It must be built modularly and with a
strong emphasis on software definition.
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